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Learning Objectives

1.
 

Appreciate the potential for the Physician 
Advisor’s role in preparing your organization’s 
clinicians for ICD-10.

2.
 

Apply a sound, chart-based review approach to 
physician education around ICD-10.

3.
 

Understand the role of vendor-supported initiatives 
in the context of internal programs.
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Critical Success Factors

� Physician Engagement
–

 
Strategic approach: planning, training, and monitoring

–
 

Avoid scare tactics
–

 
Find and highlight common interests

� Organizational Support
–

 
Part of enterprise-wide ICD-10 Steering Committee

–
 

Dedicated and realistic budget and resources
–

 
Physician leadership
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� Must tailor methods to clinicians –
 

use 

power tactics to achieve goals

� Needs/awareness assessment

� Quarterly Town Halls

� Physician Leadership Team 
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Clinician Training Strategy
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Our Intranet ICD-10 Home Page
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Needs & Readiness Assessment
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Quarterly Town Halls
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Approach 
–

 

Combination of Inpatient, Outpatient and Ambulatory Surgery 
documentation review 

–Chart reviews will be coordinated as much as possible 
–Education will be delivered to physicians by champions 
–Initial Education –

 

review findings and how this impacts the physician 
and quality ratings and reimbursement 
–Second Education –

 

reinforce findings and education and provide 
education around template changes (paper and/or electronic) 

Post Education Audit Team 
–Audits will be done on regular intervals following the completion of both 
Physician Education sessions 
–This will be an iterative process 

Implementing the Education Strategy
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Physician Leaders
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Work Flow
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Power Tactics

►

 

Power: One’s capacity to influence another’s behavior to be in 
accordance with one’s wishes. The ability to mobilize resource(s) to 
achieve some end.

►

 

Formal: based on one’s position in the organization
–

 

Coercive and Reward
–

 

Legitimate: from position within hierarchy

►

 

Informal
 

(personal) power encompasses both:
–

 

Expert (physician advisor knowledge base) 
–

 

Referent power: if I like, respect, and admire you, you can 
exercise power over me because I want to please you.

–

 

Charismatic power: due to one’s attractive visions (based on 
personality and interpersonal style)
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The Greatest Challenge For The Physician 
Advisor is Physician Engagement

POWER  TACTICS
Behaviors one utilizes to influence:
►Legitimacy
►Rational persuasion
►Coalitions
►Inspirational appeals
►Consultation
►Exchange
►Personal appeals
►Ingratiation
►Pressure
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Matching Power Tactics To The Audience

►

 

Upward influence: rational persuasion

►

 

Downward influence: everything except personal 
appeals and coalitions

►

 

Lateral influence: everything except inspirational 
appeals and pressure
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►

 

Rational persuasion: improved documentation defends 
you from medical liability allegations and enhances your 
reputation through accurate comparative analytics and 
public reporting of severity-adjusted quality data.

►

 

Consultation: Dr. Best prefers we contact him in this 
manner. What works best for you?

►

 

Coalitions: Dr. Smith in cardiology thinks it’s a great idea

►

 

Ingratiation: That was a great talk you gave at grand 
rounds.

Examples of Power Tactics
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►

 

Legitimacy: Messaging directly from CEO and CFO as an 
organizational priority, including metrics on service line 
dashboards.

►

 

Consultation and Ingratiation: Thank you for encouraging 
your faculty to work with us preparing for ICD-10. Partnering 
with us will ensure revenue integrity when the hospital and 
physician billing are aligned.

►

 

Exchange: Partnering with us on improved front-end 
documentation will allow us to improve your service line’s 
case mix index through improved documentation and 
electronic medical record templating.

Examples of Power Tactics (cont.)
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Clinical Service Line Specific 
Physician Education
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1.
 

Preparing clinicians for ICD-10 is a big 
undertaking.

2.
 

A Physician Advisor can be the right leader 
for this role.

3.
 

Start now –
 

it’s not too late.

4.
 

Focus must be on physician engagement.

Summary Points



Thank you!
 Jeffrey.Farber@mssm.edu

 212-241-3942

Jeffrey Farber, MD, MBA
Physician Advisor & UR Team 
Boot Camp
National RAC Summit and 
AR Systems, Inc.
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